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Whether sngpng in French, or now on her new ofcum, English (as 
wel as Spanish and hofian), loro is ready to prove, to the world, 
that passion and craft knows no knguistic or geographical 
boundaries. That o great song, sung by o gnat singer, is o 

passport recognized anywhere. On her longawoiled English- 
languoge driM, lam Fabian brings that passion and that voice to 
us. With purpose. With intensity. With km. 

Ffteen years ogo, the MinneapoKs band prodicaly invented the 
Americano/alKountiy movement with their patented brand of 
rootsy pop-rock. Their long-awaited sixth album, Smile, 
simultaneousty returns to the bcvid's roots in Mk and country and 
moves forward into a bold, new territory of atmospheric rhythms 
and psychedek grunge. huh.;-,. ■BBS ci ms 

Bfinjiv 
Everything You 
Ever Wanted 

EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT SILENCE is o 
sonic space where beauty and tenor coftde. Naked and honest. 
Pure and direct. The barely-in-thetr-20's quintet create 
soundscapes where melodies turn molten and frequencies jam. 
Influences from The Cue, Bod Brains, Rodnheod, E)vb Costello 
and Japanese Anime soundtracks make this abum on amoigom of 
the harmonies and noises Gkssjow hear in their heads. 
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TIMET 
Set Jo Explode 
$11.88 CO 

The dfctionary defines trinket as o small or delicate object, but 
Trinket is a totally different story. Led by singer/songwriter Brian 
Youmons, this exciting band from Athens, GA are turning o lot 
of heads with their latest release. Highlighted by the irresistible 
single 'Boom,' the album combines rockin' rhythms, with 
relentlessly catchy tunes and Youmons' dynomk vocals. Look for 
Trinket's high-energy music to create o stir everywhere. Set to 
Explode? Absolutely. 
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His is some dynamite hock. Watch oof for this..." 
-Groundskeeper Carl (Coddyshock) Drawing on inspiration from bands including Weezer, and 
Rodnhnd, three roommates began a musical assault on the 
'cancerous funk/biues-rock cyst that has imbedded itself into the 
heart of the 'Austin sound.* This Dynamite Hack sound cal it 
what you wi: monkey pop, crop, Acapulco goldsounds, or 

whatever, has caught on. And the way things look i won't let go. 
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DUMMY 
Deathroy 
$1U>B 

Formed around the pomna of former CAKf bondmotes Greg Brown 
and Victor Domioni, deatnray sheds much of the trappings of its 
principals' former bond Guitar pop hooks and clever, coldly 
harmonies run through affable and hummable mekxfes. Their 
balance of jongly guitar lines and new wave Moog synth owes more 
to the Raspberries, Big Star and Posies that to their pop 
contemporaries. But unfke such acts as the Eels or the Rentals, 
deothray avoids deep introspection or pseudo prafunAy in its lyrics. 

Min mi BAND 7/5 6 INI 
OLD MAIIKIT 6 4 DM 
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KINGS 
MBMGHT SAU-JIM 26 
OftCMAM MJ&k, If UEVUC, 27TIA WMIY 

WHIPPER SNAPPER 
JUNE 24 
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When you ben to Wishvie, you're reminded of the majesty of 
rock & ml, the chriKng elegance of o bold, briBant hoc! and the 
soul stir of o passionate performance. There are InOny pretenders 
to that throne, but Catherine WheeMhe Great Yarmouth arHock 
bond with a jarring, organic, gorgeous nase-is toe real deal. Just 
track through Wistoie and see. It takes the band and its Isteners 
to the most subfime heights of modem rock. 
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ItiiJici 
Nkkabock's sound is o moabrom of energy filed with powerful 
hooks and andwiK chouses. Produced by Dale Perm and 
mood by Garth Richardson (Rage Against The Machine, Red Hat 
Chi Poppan) THE SUITE has taken to Canada) charts by slum 
with their lead off single, 'Leoder of Men*, f you ate a fan of 
Creed, Evetdear, o Foo Fighters, youl love Nkkebadc! 

SIBJSCO 
The name soys it d. Or rather it doesn't. This is not on American 
band ond yet they sound just Hie America. In fact this might not 
even be a 90's bind: UnAmerkon sounds Gkely they're rooted in 
classic Americana they could have been around for decades and 
they intend to stay around for decodes. So whot's in a name? At 
the muskai heart of UnAmerkon is the guitar and the song. 

look up Rkhshfar on the internet (wwvr.prtchshiher. com) and 
you'l find dozens of fanatical web sites dedkaled to fa 
innovative, rule-breaking Brit-based fineup. Musk lovers wl be 
excited to heat Dewant, which finds Pilchshifter at its most 
mature, but no lesrsubwtstw, cuttingedge or socialy conscious 
fan thee eody, underground efforts. The Pikhshfter train is 
reaching maximum momentum whh Dewont, and fa band ate 

only thromng more cords on fa fire. 

Tranceport Vol 3 

S1Z.8SC9 
Coins is the finest Americon progressive house and trance DJ out 
there. She knows the meaning of hard work, having toured the 
rave and dub scene fa the pest 10 years. Awards such as 'Best 
Trance DJ’-Globai DJ Awards, 'Outstanding Electronic Artist'- 
Catfomia (tommies, and 'Best Female DJ'-Urb March 2000 
Readers' Pol, have eomed her top pioce alongside the greatest 
such as Oakenfold and Sasha & Digweed. 

sim cd 
The long oimilad fdb«Mip to the Northern Expasure/ExpedHIons 
series. Both Sasha and Digweed have graced the covers of every 
major dance mogozine in the past yea, with their popularity 
extendmg into the mainstream (Sasha worked with Madonna, and 
Digweed was featured in the Sony Pictures Classics movie 
‘Groove’). The tracks featured on this ma record ae d6ssks by 
The Orb, Front 242, Prodigy, and even Eric Clapton. 

www.homersmusic.com 
Salt prices effective Jeee 23 te Jely 20, 2000 


